Installation of Submarine Gas Pipelines and Associated Facilities from To Kwa Wan to North Point for Former Kai Tak Airport Development

LEGEND:

- **WSD Salt Water Intakes**
  - WSD1 - Tsing Yi
  - WSD2 - Cheung Sha Wan
  - WSD3 - Kowloon South
  - WSD4 - Yau Ma Tei
  - WSD5 - Tai Wan
  - WSD6 - Cha Kow Ling
  - WSD7 - Yan Tong
  - WSD8 - Sai Sai Wan
  - WSD9 - Hong Fu Chuen
  - WSD10 - Sai Wan Ho
  - WSD11 - Quarry Bay
  - WSD12 - Wan Chai
  - WSD13 - Shueng Wan
  - WSD14 - Kennedy Town

- **Cronal**
  - CR1 - Cape Cillinson
  - CR2 - Green Island
  - CR3 - Sandy Bay
  - CR4 - Junk Bay
  - CR5 - Junk Bay
  - CR6 - Junk Bay
  - CR7 - Junk Bay - Junk Island

- **EPD WQM Stations**
  - F1 - Ting Lung Chau
  - F2 - Ma Wan

- **WSD Water Intakes**
  - C1 - MTRC Tsing Yi Station
  - C2 - MTRC Kowloon Station
  - C3 - China H.K. City
  - C4 - Harbour City
  - C5 - Ocean Centre
  - C6 - Ocean Terminal
  - C7 - Government Premises
  - C8 - New World Centre
  - C9 - East Rail Extension
  - C10 - Yau Tong Bay Ice Plant
  - C11 - Pamela Tunk-Nethersoly Eastern Hospital
  - C12 - Provision Centre
  - C13 - City Garden
  - C14 - Windsor House
  - C15 - Excelsior Hotel and World Trade Centre

- **EMD Stations**
  - EM1
  - EM2

- **F1** - Tung Lung Chau
- **F2** - Ma Wan

- **Corals**
  - CR1 - Cape Collinson
  - CR2 - Green Island
  - CR3 - Sandy Bay
  - CR4 - Junk Bay
  - CR5 - Junk Bay
  - CR6 - Junk Bay
  - CR7 - Junk Bay - Junk Island

**Water Quality Sensitive Receivers**

- **VM1** - Tung Lung Chau
- **VM2** - Ma Wan
- **VM3** - Tsing Yi
- **VM4** - Kowloon South
- **VM5** - Yau Ma Tei
- **VM6** - Tai Wan
- **VM7** - Cha Kow Ling
- **VM8** - Yan Tong
- **VM9** - Sai Sai Wan
- **VM10** - Hong Fu Chuen
- **VM11** - Sai Wan Ho
- **VM12** - Quarry Bay
- **VM13** - Wan Chai
- **VM14** - Shueng Wan
- **VM15** - Kennedy Town
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